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Abstract. In this paper we define cycle-star graph CSk;n�k to be a graph on n vertices consisting
of the cycle of length k and n�k leafs appended to the same vertex of the cycle. Also, we define
cycle-path graph CPk;n�k to be a graph on n vertices consisting of the cycle of length k and of
path on n�k vertices whose one end is linked to a vertex on a cycle. We establish that cycle-
star graph CS3;n�3 is the only maximal graph with respect to additively weighted Harary index
among all unicyclic graphs on n vertices, while cycle-path graph CP3;n�3 is the only minimal
unicyclic graph (here n must be at least 5): The values of additively weighted Harary index for
extremal unicyclic graphs are established, so these values are the upper and the lower bound for
the value of additively weighted Harary index on the class of unicyclic graphs on n vertices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A topological index of a graph is a number attributed to a graph in a way that
it is derived from the structure of the graph but so that it doesn’t depend on the la-
beling of vertices in a graph. Chemical graph theory is a branch of graph theory
whose focus of interest is finding topological indices of chemical graphs (i.e. graphs
that represent chemical molecules) which correlate well with chemical properties of
the corresponding molecules. One of the most famous topological indices is Wiener
index, defined as the sum of all distances between different vertices of a molecular
graph, introduced by Wiener in 1947 (see [10]) in a paper concerned with boiling
points of alkanes. In a research that followed many other useful properties of Wiener
index were discovered (for a survey of mathematical properties and chemical applic-
ations of Wiener index one can look into [3,4,7]). But, contrary to chemical intuition,
the contribution of close pairs of vertices to the overall value of the index was much
smaller than that of distant vertices. To deal with this inconsistency, the new index
was proposed which was named Harary index ([6, 8]). Harary index is defined as the
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sum of all reciprocal values of distances between different vertices of a molecular
graph. Properties of Harary index were then extensively researched (see for example
[5, 9, 11, 12]). But it turned out that this modification of Wiener index has not solved
the inconsistency as expected. In order to improve the performance of Harary-type
indices, several modifications were proposed recently. In [2] the authors increased
the attenuation of contributions of vertex pairs with their distance. In [1] an attempt
was made in a different direction, the authors introduced a correction that gives more
weight to the contributions of pairs of vertices of high degrees. This modification
was named additively weighted Harary index. The aim of this paper is to establish
the upper and lower bound for the value of additively weighted Harary index on the
class of unicyclic graphs and to characterize all extremal graphs in that class.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce necessary
definitions and preliminary results. In Section 3 we characterize all maximal unicyc-
lic graphs by introducing several graph transformations which increase the value of
additively weighted Harary index and which, when applied combined finitely many
times, lead to maximal unicyclic graphs. In Section 4 we do the same for minimal
unicyclic graphs. Finally, in Section 5 we give the conclusion and directions for
further research. The paper is completed with acknowledgements and references.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let G D .V;E/ be a graph with set of vertices V and set of edges E: In this paper
all graphs are finite, simple and connected. For a pair of vertices u;v 2 V the distance
dG.u;v/ is defined as the length of the shortest path between u and v: The degree
ıG.v/ of a vertex v 2 V is defined as the number of vertices in V neighboring to v: A
leaf in a graph G is every vertex in G of degree 1: Additively weighted Harary index
of a graph G is defined as

HA.G/D
X
u6Dv

ıG.u/C ıG.v/

dG.u;v/
:

We say that graphG is a tree ifG doesn’t contain a cycle. We say thatG is a unicyclic
graph if G contains exactly one cycle. The set of all unicyclic graphs on n vertices
will be denoted by U.n/: The only cycle in a unicyclic graphG will be denoted by C
and the length of C will be denoted by c: Usually, we will suppose C consists of path
P D wiwiC1 : : :wiCc�1 and an edge wiwiCc�1: Starting index i will not always be
the same. Vertex wi�j will denote j�th vertex on C from wj in negative direction,
while wiCj will denote j�th vertex on C from wj in positive direction. Note that
in this way we possibly introduce alternative labels of vertices on C: For example, if
C D w0w1 : : :w5; then w�2 D w4 and w7 D w1: In other words, indices are added
modulo c. We say v 2GnC is branching if ıG.v/� 2; we say v 2 C is branching if
ıG.v/� 3:
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A cycle-star graph is a unicyclic graph consisting only of a cycle and leafs appen-
ded to vertices of the cycle. Note that a cycle-star graph can be obtained from stars
and a cycle by identifying central vertex of stars with different vertices on the cycle,
hence the name. A cycle-path graph is a unicyclic graph consisting only of a cycle
and at most one path appended to each vertex of the cycle. We denote by CSk;n�k

a cycle-star graph on n vertices consisting of the cycle of length k and n� k leafs
appended to the same vertex of the cycle. We denote by CPk;n�k a cycle-path graph
on n vertices consisting of the cycle of length k and the path on n�k vertices whose
end vertex is linked to a vertex on the cycle. These notions are illustrated in Figures
1 and 2.

a) b)

FIGURE 1. An example of: a) cycle-star, b) cycle path.

a) b)

FIGURE 2. Graphs: a) CS6:4, b) CP6;3.

The cycle on n vertices will be denoted by Cn:Obviously, it holds that Cn 2U.n/:

It is also convenient to consider that Cn is both a cycle-star and a cycle-path graph,
i.e. Cn D CSn;0 D CPn;0:

Finally, we have to introduce numbers which are quite useful when expressing the
values of Harary index. Harmonic number Hn, where n � 1 is an integer, is defined
as Hn D

Pn
iD1

1
i
: We define also H0 D 0:

Before we proceed to our main results, we will prove two simple lemmas which
will be useful later.

Lemma 1. For n� 3 it holds that:
(1) HA.CS3;n�3/D

3
2
.n2�nC2/;

(2) HA.CP3;n�3/D 4
Pn�2

iD1Hn�i�1CHn�3C3Hn�2C
6n�13

n�2
:

Proof. By direct calculation. �

Also, we introduce the following lemma, which is the direct consequence of the
fact that n-th Harmonic number Hn is roughly equal to the natural logarithm of n.
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Lemma 2. For odd n� 5 it holds that 3
2
.n2�nC2/�4n �Hn�1

2
> 0:

3. MAXIMAL UNICYCLIC GRAPHS

We will find maximal unicyclic graphs by introducing transformations of a graph
G to G0 which increase the value of HA; therefore HA.G

0/�HA.G/ > 0: Since
HA.G

0/�HA.G/ is a sum over all pairs of vertices in G; it is very convenient to
denote by �.u;v/ the contribution of a pair u;v 2 G to the sum HA.G

0/�HA.G/.
The problem to solve will be negative contributions of certain pairs of vertices, for
which we will have to find enough pairs with positive contribution to compensate in
the sum.

Lemma 3. For an odd n� 5 it holds that HA.Cn/ < HA.CS3;n�3/:

Proof. For an odd n; it is easily verified thatHA.Cn/D 4n �Hn�1
2
: From Lemma 1

we have HA.CS3;n�3/D
3
2
.n2�nC2/: Now the claim follows from Lemma 2. �

FIGURE 3. Graph transformation from the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. For every G 2U.n/ which is not a cycle-star graph, there is a cycle-
star graph G0 2U.n/ such that HA.G/ < HA.G

0/:

Proof. Let C be the only cycle in G and let w 2 C be the branching vertex. Let T
be the connected component ofGnC containingw. Note that T must be a tree. Let ´1

be a leaf in T furthest fromw: LetP Dw :: :xy´1 be the shortest path betweenw and
´1: Let ´1;´2; : : : ;´k be all leafs neighboring to y. Since ´1 is a leaf furthest fromw;

it follows that k D ıG.y/�1. Let G0 be a graph obtained from G by deleting edges
´iy for i D 1; : : : ;k and adding edges ´ix instead. This transformation is illustrated
in Figure 3. We have to prove that HA.G/ < HA.G

0/: Because of the definition of
the indexHA; the problem are pairs of vertices whose distance increases and vertices
whose degree decreases. Note that in this transformation the only pairs u;v whose
distance increases are pairs uD y and vD ´i : Also, the only vertex for which degree
decreases is y: Therefore, contributions �.y;´i / will be negative due to increase in
distance, while contributions �.y;v/, where v 2 G; will (possibly) be negative due
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to decrease in degree of vertex y: Note that contributions �.y;v/ are not necessarily
negative, since degree of v can increase or the distance dG.y;v/ can also decrease.

Let us first consider the problem with the increase in distance. We will show
that the negative contribution �.y;´i / is compensated by the positive contribution
�.x;´i /: More formally, we have

�.y;´i /C�.x;´i /D
1C1

2
�
1CkC1

1
C
ıG.x/CkC1

1
�
ıG.x/C1

2

D
ıG.x/�1

1
�
ıG.x/�1

2
> 0:

Let us now consider the problem with degrees. We have to consider contributions
�.y;v/, where v 2 G: First, note that we have already considered and compensated
contributions�.y;´i /: Further, note that not all of these contributions are necessarily
negative, since there can be increase in degree of the other vertex. So, for v D x we
have

�.y;x/D
1C .kC ı.x//

1
�
.kC1/C ıG.x/

1
D 0:

For v 2 Gnfx;y;´1; : : : ;´kg; negative contribution �.y;v/ can be compensated by
the positive contribution �.x;v/: More formally, we have

�.y;v/C�.x;v/D
1C ıG.x/

dG.y;v/
�
kC1C ıG.x/

dG.y;v/

C
kC ıG.x/C ıG.v/

dG.y;v/�1
�
ıG.x/C ıG.v/

dG.y;v/�1

D
k

dG.y;v/�1
�

k

dG.y;v/
> 0:

Therefore, we have proved HA.G/ < HA.G
0/: If G0 is a cycle-star graph, then the

proof is over, else this transformation must be repeated finitely many times in order
to obtain a cycle-star graph and then the proof is over. �

a) b)

FIGURE 4. Graph transformation from the proof of Lemma 5: a)
even c; b) odd c:
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Lemma 5. Let G 2U.n/ be a cycle-star graph with the length of the only cycle
being c � 4: Then there is a cycle-star graph G0 2U.n/ with the length of the only
cycle being 3 for which HA.G/ < HA.G

0/:

Proof. Let C be the only cycle in G and let c be the length of C: Let d D bc=2c :
In the case of even c we will denote vertices on C by C D w�.d�1/ : : :wd ; in the
case of odd c we will denote C D w�d : : :wd : Without loss of generality we may
assume that w�d (if it exists, since it exists only for odd c) is of minimum de-
gree among vertices on C . It is convenient to introduce the notation ki D ıG.wi /:

Now, leafs neighboring to wi will be denoted by xi;j (j D 1; : : : ;ki � 2) and we
define Vi D fwi ;xi;j W j D 1; : : : ;ki �2g: Also, let V C D .V1[ : : :[Vd /nfw1g and
V � D

�
V0[ : : :[V�.d�1/

�
nfw0g: Obviously, in the case of even c it holds that

V D fw0;w1g[V
C[V �; while in the case of odd c it holds that V D fw0;w1g[

V C[V �[V�d :

Now, let G0 be a graph obtained from G by deleting all edges vw1 incident to w1;

except w0w1; and adding the edge vw0 instead. This transformation is illustrated in
Figure 4. Obviously, G0 is a cycle-star graph in which the only cycle is of the length
c�1: We have to prove that HA.G/ < HA.G

0/: Note that in this transformation the
only pairs u;v whose distance increases are pairs uD w1 and v 2 V C[V�d (recall
that V�d only exists for odd c). Also, the only vertex whose degree decreases is w1:

Therefore, we have to consider all contributions �.w1;v/ where v 2G:
If v D w0 we have �.w1;w0/D 0; else if v 2 V C we have

�.w1;v/C�.w0;v/D
k0�1

dG.w1;v/
�

k0�1

dG.w1;v/C1
> 0;

else if v 2 V � we have

�.w1;v/C�.w0;v/D
k1�1

dG.w1;v/�1
�

k1�1

dG.w1;v/
> 0:

Note that in the case of even c this completes the proof. In the case of odd c we still
have to consider contributions �.w1;v/ where v 2 V�d : First, note that for G D Cn

the claim of this lemma follows from Lemma 3. So, we will suppose G 6D Cn: Now,
for negative contributions �.w1;v/; where v 2 V�d , positive contributions �.w0;v/

will not suffice to compensate, so we will have to find more pairs with positive con-
tribution for compensation. To prove this more formally, we will distinguish cases
v D w�d 2 V�d and v D x�d;j 2 V�d :

If v D w�d 2 V�d we have

�.w1;w�d /C�.w0;w�d /D
1Ck�d

d C1
�
1Ck�d

d
< 0:

Therefore, we have to find more pairs with positive contributions to compensate.
Since G 6D Cn there has to be at least one leaf xi;1 in G: Without loss of generality
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we can assume i � 0. Then for xi;1 and wj where j D d � i , recalling that w�d is
of minimum degree on C (i.e. kj � k�d ); we have

�.xi;1;wj /D
1Ckj

d
�
1Ckj

d C1
� Œkj � k�d ��

1Ck�d

d
�
1Ck�d

d C1
> 0:

So, obviously �.w1;w�d /C�.w0;w�d /C�.xi;1;wj /� 0:

Finally, if v D x�d;j 2 V�d we have

�.w1;x�d;i /C�.w0;x�d;i /D
2

d C2
�

2

d C1
< 0:

Again, it follows that we have to find more pairs with positive contribution to com-
pensate. Since w�d is of minimum degree on C; it follows that every wi has at least
as many leafs as w�d : Let us now consider pair of leafs x0;1 and xd;i : We have

�.x0;1;xd;i /D
2

d C1
�

2

d C2
> 0:

Obviously, we have �.w1;x�d;i /C�.w0;x�d;i /C�.x0;1;xd;i / D 0 which com-
pletes the proof. �

FIGURE 5. Graph transformation from the proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 6. Let G 2U.n/; where G 6D CS3;n�3, be a cycle-star graph with the
length of the only cycle being c D 3: Then HA.G/ < HA.CS3;n�3/:

Proof. Let C D w�1w0w1 be a cycle in G and let ki D ıG.wi /: Let xi;j be all
leafs attached to wi and let Vi D fwi ;xi;j W j D 1; : : : ;ki �2g: Since G 6D CS3;n�3;

it follows that at least two vertices on C are branching. Without loss of generality we
can suppose thatw0 has minimum degree andw1 maximum degree among branching
vertices on C: Let G0 be a graph obtained from G by deleting the edge x0;1w0 and
adding the edge x0;1w1 instead. We have to prove HA.G/ < HA.G

0/:

Note that in this transformation the only pairs u;v whose distance increases are
pairs u D x0;1 and v 2 V0: The only vertex whose degree decreases is w0: Let us
first consider the problem with the increase in distances. It is easily verified that
�.x0;1;x0;j /C�.x0;1;x1;j /D 0: Also, we have

�.x0;1;w0/C�.x0;1;w1/D
k1C1�k0

1
�
k1C1�k0

2
> Œk1 � k0� > 0:
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Let us now consider the problem with the increase in degree. It is easily verified that
for v 2 V�1 we have�.w0;v/C�.w1;v/D 0 and also that�.w0;w1/D 0: Further,
we have

�.w0;x0;j�2/C�.w1;x0;j�2/D�
1

2
< 0:

�.w0;x1;j /C�.w1;x1;j /D
1

2
> 0:

Note that the negative contribution �.w0;x0;j�2/ is still not compensated, since the
positive contribution �.w1;x0;j�2/ is not enough. But since k0 � k1; it follows that
for each x0;j there is the corresponding x1;j : So, for j D 2; : : : ;k0�2 we have

�.w0;x0;j /C�.w1;x0;j /C�.w0;x1;j /C�.w1;x1;j /D 0;

which means we have finally compensated for the negative contribution�.w0;x0;j�2/:

By applying this transformation finitely many times, we will obtain the desired graph
CS3;n�3, so the proof is over. �

Theorem 1. Let G 2U.n/: Then

HA.G/�
3

2
.n2
�nC2/

with equality if and only if G D CS3;n�3:

Proof. Using Lemmas 4, 5 and 6 we first transform G to a cycle-star graph, then
we reduce the length of the cycle to 3, so that we can finally transform it to C3;n�3: In
each transformation the value of HA increases, so G D C3;n�3 is the only maximal
unicyclic graph. Note that the case of G D Cn is covered by Lemma 3 for n odd,
while for even n it is covered by Lemma 5. Now the bound for HA follows from
Lemma 1. �

4. MINIMAL UNICYCLIC GRAPHS

As in previous section, we will find minimal graphs by introducing transforma-
tions of a graph G to G0; but which now decrease the value of HA: Therefore, in
this section �.u;v/ will denote the contribution of a pair of vertices u;v 2 G to the
sum HA.G/�HA.G

0/: The problem will again be pairs of vertices with negative
contribution, for which we will have to find enough pairs with positive contribution
to compensate in the sum.

Lemma 7. For every G 2U.n/ which is not a cycle-path graph, there is a cycle-
path graph G0 2U.n/ such that HA.G/ > HA.G

0/:

Proof. Let w be a branching vertex on C; let T be the connected component of
GnC containingw; let x 2 T be a branching vertex in T furthest fromw: If xDw let
k D ıG.x/�2; else if x 6D w let k D ıG.x/�1: For i D 1; : : : ;k, let Pi D xyi : : :´i

be a path in T starting in x such that d.w;x/ < d.w;yi /: Since x is the branching
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FIGURE 6. Graph transformation from the proof of Lemma 7.

vertex furthest from w; these paths are obviously vertex disjoint except for the vertex
x: Without loss of generality we may assume that P1 is the longest among these
paths. Let G0 be a graph obtained from G by deleting edges xyi for i D 2; : : : ;k�1;
and adding edges ´1yi instead. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 6. Note
that G0 is a unicyclic graph. We have to prove that HA.G/ > HA.G

0/: Since the
value of the index HA has to decrease, the problem are the pairs of vertices whose
distance decreases or vertices whose degree increases. Distances possibly decrease
only for pairs u;v where u 2 Pi (i D 2; : : : ;k) and v 2 P1: The only vertex for which
the degree increases in this transformation is ´1:

Let us first consider the problem with the decrease in distances. Let v 7! v0 be the
automorphism of the path P1 such that x0 D ´1: For u 2 Pi�2 we have

�.u;x/C�.u;´1/D
1

dG.u;x/
�

1

dG.u;x/CjP1j
> 0:

For u2Pi�2 and v 2P1nfx;´1g; if vD v0 then dG.u;v/D dG0.u;v/ so�.u;v/D 0;
else if v 6D v0 then we have dG.x;v/ D dG.´;v

0/ and dG.´;v/ D dG.x;v
0/ so it is

easily verified that �.u;v/C�.u;v0/D 0:
Let us now consider the problem with the increase in degree. Let again v 7! v0

be the automorphism of path P1 such that x0 D ´1: For v 2 Pi we have already
considered and compensated negative contributions �.´1;v/: If we now consider
v 2 P1; then for v D x we have

�.´1;x/D
1C ıG.x/

dG.´1;x/
�
.1Ck�1/C .ıG.x/�kC1/

dG.´1;x/
D 0;

while for v 2 P1nf´1;xg, we have

�.´1;v/C�.x;v
0/D

ıG.x/�2

dG.x;v0/
�
ıG.x/�2

dG.´1;v/
D
�
dG.´1;v/D dG.x;v

0/
�
D 0:

Finally, we have to consider v 2Gn.[k
iD1Pi /: We have

�.´1;v/C�.x;v/D
k�1

dG.x;v/
�

k�1

dG.´1;v/
> ŒdG.x;v/ < dG.´1;v/� > 0:
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Therefore, we have proved that HA.G/ > HA.G
0/: If G0 is a cycle-path graph, then

the proof is completed. If not, then by repeating this transformation finitely many
times we obtain a cycle path graph G0 for which HA.G/ > HA.G

0/, so the proof is
complete. �

a) b)

FIGURE 7. Graph transformation from the proof of Lemma 8: a)
case 1, b) case 2a.

Lemma 8. LetG 2U.n/ be a cycle-path graph with at least 2 branching vertices.
Then there is a cycle-path graphG0 2U.n/ with only one branching vertex such that
HA.G/ > HA.G

0/:

Proof. LetC be the only cycle inG with vertices denoted bywi : LetPi be the path
appended to the branching vertex wi 2 C (here Pi includes wi ) and let pi D jPi j :

We distinguish several cases.
CASE 1. There are two consecutive branching vertices wi ;wj on C such that

d.wi ;wj /� pi or d.wi ;wj /� pj :

Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 D i < j �
�

c
2

˘
, d.w0;wj / �

p0 and p0 � pj : Let P0 D w0u1 : : :up0
and Pj D wj v1 : : :vpj

: Let G0 be a graph
obtained from G by deleting the edge wj v1 and adding the edge up0

v1 instead. This
transformation is illustrated in Figure 7 a). Note that G0 is a cycle-path graph with
one branch less than G: We have to prove HA.G/ > HA.G

0/: Let PA be the shortest
path in G connecting vertices up0

and vpj
: Note that in this transformation distances

possibly decrease only for pairs of vertices u;v 2 PA: The only vertex for which the
degree increases is up0

:

Let us first consider the problem with distances. Let P 0A be a path inG0 connecting
vertices vpj

and wj : Let v 7! v0 be an isomorphism of paths PA and P 0A such that
v0pj
D vpj

: Note that u0p0
Dwj (and vice versa) and also w00 2 P0 since d.w0;wj /�

p0: Now, we first consider uD va 2 Pj : If v D vb 2 Pj we have �.va;vb/D 0; else
if v D wj and v0 D up0

we have

�.va;wj /C�.va;up0
/D

1

dG.va;wj /
�

1

dG.va;wj /Cp0Cj
> 0;
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else if vD v0 then from dG0.va;v/D dG.va;v/we have�.va;v/D 0; else if vDw0

and v0 D w00 we have

�.va;w0/C�.va;w
0
0/D

1

dG.va;wj /Cj
�

1

dG.va;wj /Cp0
� Œj � p0�� 0:

else if v 6D v0 then from dG.wj ;v
0/D dG.up0

;v/ and dG.up0
;v0/D dG.wj ;v/ we

have �.va;v/C�.va;v
0/ D 0: Therefore we have covered all pairs u;v 2 PA for

which u 2Pj : Let now uD up0
:We have already considered pairs with v 2Pj nfwj g

in previous text. If v D wj we have �.up0
;wj /D 0; else

�.up0
;v/C�.wj ;v

0/D
1

dG.wj ;v0/
�

1

dG.up0
;v/
D ŒdG.wj ;v

0/D dG.up0
;v/�D 0

Finally, for u;v 2 PAn.Pj [fup0
;wj g/ both the degrees and the distances have not

changed in the transformation, so we have �.u;v/ D 0: Therefore, we have con-
sidered and compensated all negative contributions due to decrease in distances.

Let us now consider all negative contributions due to increase in degree of up0
:

Note that we have already considered and compensated pairs up0
;v where v 2 PA.

Let now v 2GnPA: We have

�.up0
;v/C�.wj ;v/D

1

dG.wj ;v/
�

1

dG.up0
;v/
D ŒdG.wj ;v/� dG.up0

;v/�� 0:

CASE 2. For every two consecutive branching vertices wi ;wj on C it holds that
d.wi ;wj / > pi and d.wi ;wj / > pj :

SUBCASE 2a. There are at least 4 branching vertices on C:
Let wi and wj be the pair of branching vertices on minimum distance. Without

loss of generality we may assume that 0D i < j �
�

c
4

˘
: Let P0 D w0u1 : : :up0

and
Pj D wj v1 : : :vpj

be paths appended to w0 and wj : The condition of Case 2 is now
read as j >p0 and j >pj :Without loss of generality we may assume p0 �pj :Now,
let G0 be a graph obtained from G by deleting edges w0w1 and wj�1wj and adding
edges upj

w1 and wj�1vpj
instead. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 7 b).

Graph G0 is obviously a cycle-path graph with one branch less than G: We have to
prove HA.G/ > HA.G

0/: Let PA be the shortest path in G connecting vertices up0

and vpj
: Note that distances possibly decrease only for pairs of vertices u;v 2 PA:

The only vertices for which degree increases are upj
and vpj

:

Let us first consider the problem with distances. Let PB be the shortest path in G
connecting vertices upj

and vpj
(PB is subpath of PA). Let P 0B be the shortest path in

G0 connecting verticesw0 andwj : It is important to note that because of the condition
of subcase it holds that 2pj Cj < 3

�
c
4

˘
, so the shortest path betweenw0 andwj both

before and after the transformation goes through the same side of cycle (i.e. paths PB

and P 0B are of the same length and contain the same vertices though not in the same
order). Let v 7! v0 be the isomorphism of paths PB and P 0B such that u0pj

D w0: We
first consider pairs u;v 2 PB : For pairs u;v 2 PB such that u;v 2 fupj

;vpj
;w0;wj g;
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it is easily verified that �.upj
;wj / D �.vpj

;w0/ D �.upj
;w0/ D �.vpj

;wj / D 0

and

�.upj
;vpj

/C�.w0;wj /D
3� ıG.upj

/

j
�
3� ıG.upj

/

2pj Cj
> 0:

Now, of the remaining pairs u;v 2 PB ; let us consider pairs where u 2 P0:

First, let uD upj
2 P0: Then, for v D ub 2 P0 and v D vb 2 Pj (b < pj ) we have

�.upj
;ub/C�.w0;u

0
b/D

1

dG.w0;u
0
b
/
�

1

dG.upj
;ub/

D
�
dG.upj

;ub/D dG.w0;u
0
b/
�
D 0;

�.upj
;vb/C�.w0;v

0
b/D

2� ıG.upj
/

j Cpj �b
�
2� ıG.upj

/

pj Cj Cb
> 0;

and for v D wb 2 C (0 < b < j ) we have

�.upj
;wb/C�.w0;wb/D

2� ıG.upj
/

b
�
2� ıG.upj

/

pj Cb
> 0:

Now, let u D ua 2 P0 for a < pj : Then for b < pj , if ua D u
0
a and vb D v

0
b

(i.e.
aD bD

pj

2
) we have�.ua;vb/D 0; else we have�.ua;vb/C�.u

0
a;v
0
b
/D 0: Also,

for 0 < b < j , if ua D u
0
a (i.e. a D

pj

2
) then �.ua;wb/ D 0; else �.ua;wb/C

�.u0a;wb/ D 0: Completely analogously one can obtain analogous results for pairs
u;v 2 PB where u 2 Pj : Now, for all unconsidered pairs u;v 2 PB neither degrees
change, nor the distance, therefore for those pairs it holds that �.u;v/D 0: Hence,
we have considered all pairs u;v 2 PB :

It remains to consider pairs u;v 2 PA where u 2 PAnPB : Now, let uD upjCa 2

PAnPB : If v 2 PAnPB then obviously �.u;v/D 0; else if v 2 fw0;upj
g we have

�.upjCa;w0/C�.upjCa;upj
/D

1

pj Ca
�
1

a
< 0;

�.w�a;w0/C�.w�a;upj
/D

1

a
�

1

aCpj
> 0;

so we obtain �.upjCa;w0/C�.upjCa;upj
/C�.w�a;w0/C�.w�a;upj

/ D 0:

Else if v 2 fwj ;vpj
g we have

�.upjCa;wj /C�.upjCa;vpj
/D

1

j CaCpj

�

�
ıG.upjCa/C2

aCj
�
ıG.upjCa/C1

pj CaCj Cpj

�
;

�.wjCa;w0/C�.wjCa;upj
/D

�
5

aCj
�

4

j CaCpj Cpj

�
�

1

j CaCpj

;

so we obtain

�.upjCa;wj /C�.upjCa;vpj
/C�.wjCa;w0/C�.wjCa;upj

/
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D
3� ıG.upjCa/

aCj
�
3� ıG.upjCa/

j CaCpj Cpj
> 0:

Else if v 2 fu0; : : : ;upj�1g we have �.upjCa;v/D 0: Else if v 2 fw1; : : : ;wj�1g we
have

�.upjCa;wb/C�.w�a;wb/D
2� ıG.upjCa/

aCb
�
2� ıG.upjCa/

aCbCpj
> 0:

Else if v 2 fv1; : : : ;vpj�1g we have

�.upjCa;vb/C�.w�a;v
0
b/D

2� ıG.upjCa/

aCj Cpj �b
�
2� ıG.upjCa/

aCpj Cj Cb
> 0:

Therefore, we have considered and compensated all negative contributions due to
decrease in distances.

Let us now consider all negative contributions due to increase in degree of upj
and

vpj
: First, note that we have already considered pairs upj

;v and vpj
;v for which v 2

PA: For uD upj
we have also already considered pairs where vDw�a or vDwjCa

(a D 1; : : : ;p0�pj ). Now, let v be an unconsidered vertex, then from dG.w0;v/ �

dG0.w0;v/ and dG.upj
;v/D dG0.upj

;v/ we have

�.upj
;v/C�.w0;v/�

1

dG.w0;v/
�

1

dG.upj
;v/

>
�
dG.w0;v/ < dG.upj

;v/
�
> 0:

Completely analogously one obtains �.vpj
;v/C�.wj ;v/ > 0 and the proof of this

subcase is over.
SUBCASE 2b. There are exactly 3 branching vertices on C:
Let w0;wj and wk be three branching vertices on C: Let us denote

d1 D dG.w0;wj /; d2 D dG.wj ;wk/; d3 D dG.wk;w0/: Without loss of generality
we may assume that d3 �maxfd1;d2g: We will also need d4 Dminfd1Cd2;d3g �

d2: Let P0 Dw0u1 : : :up0
; Pj Dwj v1 : : :vpj

; Pk Dwk´1 : : : ṕk
be paths appended

to branching vertices on C . Without loss of generality we may assume p0 � pk : Let
G0 be the graph obtained from G by deleting edge wj v1 and adding the edge up0

v1

instead. Note that G0 is a cycle-path graph with one branch less than G: We have to
proveHA.G/ >HA.G

0/: Note that distances possibly decrease only for pairs u;v for
which u 2 Pj and v 2G: The only vertex whose degree increases is up0

:

We will first consider the problem with distances, so let uD va 2 Pj : Let PA be
the shortest path in G connecting vertices vpj

and up0
; let P 0A be the shortest path in

G0 connecting vertices vpj
and wj : Let v 7! v0 be an isomorphism of paths PA and

P 0A such that vpj
D v0pj

: Note that w00 2 fw1; : : : ;wj�1g since p0 < j (supposition of
Case 2). First, we will consider cases where v 2 PA: If v D vb 2 Pj ; then we have
�.va;vb/D 0: Else if v 2 fwj ;up0

;w00;w0g we have

�.va;up0
/C�.va;wj /D

1

a
�

1

aCd1Cp0
> 0;
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�.va;w0/C�.va;w
0
0/D

1

aCd1
�

1

aCp0
< Œd1 > p0� < 0;

so obviously

�.va;up0
/C�.va;wj /C�.va;w0/C�.va;w

0
0/

D
1

a
�

1

aCp0
C

1

aCd1
�

1

aCd1Cp0
> 0:

Else if v D v0 from dG.wj ;v/ D dG.up0
;v/ we have �.va;v/ D 0: Else if v 6D

v0 from dG.va;v
0/ D dG0.va;v/ and dG0.va;v

0/ D dG.va;v/ we have �.va;v/C

�.va;v
0/ D 0: Therefore, we have considered all cases where v 2 PA: Let us now

consider cases where v 2 CnPA: Let v 7! v0 be the automorphism of cycle C such
that w00 D wj and w0j D w0: If v D v0 then from dG.wj ;v/D dG.up0

;v/ we have

�.va;v/D
ıG.va/C ıG.v/

dG.va;wj /CdG.wj ;v/
�

ıG.va/C ıG.v/

dG.va;wj /Cp0CdG.wj ;v/
> 0;

else if v 2 fwk;w
0
k
g we have

�.va;wk/C�.va;w
0
k/D

ıG.va/C3

aCd2
�
ıG.va/C3

aCp0Cd4
C
ıG.va/C2

aCd4
�
ıG.va/C2

aCp0Cd2

>

�
ıG.va/C3

aCd4
�
ıG.va/C3

aCp0Cd4
> 0

�
>
ıG.va/C3

aCd2
�
ıG.va/C2

aCp0Cd2
�

1

aCd4
� Œd4 � d2�

�
ıG.va/C2

aCd2
�
ıG.va/C2

aCp0Cd2
> 0;

else from dG.wj ;v
0/D dG.w0;v/ and dG.w0;v

0/D dG.wj ;v/ we have

�.va;v/C�.va;v
0/D

ıG.va/C2

aCdG.w0;v/
�

ıG.va/C2

aCp0CdG.w0;v/
C

C
ıG.va/C2

aCdG.wj ;v/
�

ıG.va/C2

aCp0CdG.wj ;v/
> 0:

Finally, we have to consider v D ´b 2 Pk : We have

�.va;´b/D
ıG.va/C ıG.´b/

aCd2Cb
�
ıG.va/C ıG.´b/

aCd4Cb
� Œd2 � d4�� 0:

Therefore, we have considered and compensated all negative contributions due to
decrease in distances.

Let us now consider all negative contributions due to increase in degree of up0
;

so let u D up0
: We have already considered pairs u;v where v 2 Pj nfwj g: For the
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remaining possibilities for v; we will again use already introduced isomorphisms of
PA and C . If v D wj then �.up0

;wj /D 0; else if v 2 PAnPj we have

�.up0
;v/C�.wj ;v

0/D
1

dG.wj ;v0/
�

1

dG.up0
;v/
D
�
dG.up0

;v/D dG.wj ;v
0/
�
D 0;

else if v 2 CnPA we have

�.up0
;v/C�.wj ;v

0/D
1

dG.w0;v0/
�

1

dG.up0
;v/
D
�
dG.w0;v

0/D dG.up0
;v/
�
D 0;

else if v D ´a 2 Pknfwkg we have

�.up0
;´a/C�.wj ;´a/D

1

d2Ca
�

1

p0Cd4Ca
> 0:

SUBCASE 2c. There are exactly 2 branching vertices on C:
Let w0 and wj be branching vertices on C and let P0 D w0u1 : : :up0

; Pj D

wj v1 : : :vpj
be paths appended to branching vertices. Let G0 be a graph obtained

from G by deleting the edge wj v1 and adding the edge up0
v1 instead. Graph G0 is

obviously a cycle-path graph with only one branch. Proof that HA.G/ > HA.G
0/ is

completely analogous to the proof of subcase 2b, one just doesn’t have to consider
vertex wk separately and there are no vertices ´a:

So, in all cases we have provedHA.G/ >HA.G
0/: Since in all casesG0 is a cycle-

path graph with one branch less than inG;we have either obtained a cycle-path graph
G0 which has only one branch, or by repeating the transformation finitely many times
we will obtain such graph. Therefore, the lemma is proved. �

FIGURE 8. Graph transformation from the proof of Lemma 9.

Lemma 9. Let G D Ck;n�k where k � 4 and n� 5: ThenHA.G/ >HA.C3;n�3/:

Proof. Let us denote vertices in G so that for the only cycle in G holds C D
w0w1 : : :wk�1 where 4 � k � n: If there is a branching vertex in G; without loss
of generality we may assume that it is wk�1 and that Pk�1 D wk�1u1 : : :un�k is
the only path appended to wk�1: Let G0 be a graph obtained from G by deleting the
edge w0wk�1 and adding the edge w0w2 instead. This transformation is illustrated
in Figure 8. Note thatG0DCP3;n�3:We have to proveHA.G/ >HA.G

0/: Note that
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distances in this transformation decrease only for u;v where uDw0 and vDwi (i D
2; : : : ;bk=2c). The only vertex whose degree increases is w2: For the ease of proving
the lemma, we introduce dm Dminf3;k�3g and the path PA Dw2w3 : : :wk�1 in G
with the automorphism v 7! v0 of PA such that w02Dwk�1: Now, we distinguish two
cases with respect to whether G D Cn (k D n) or G DG D Ck;n�k (4� k � n�1).

CASE 1. Let G D Cn (k D n). We will first consider the problem with distances.
Let uD w0: If v D w2 we have

�.w0;w2/C�.w0;wk�1/D
1

2

7k�20

k�2
> 0;

else if v D wi (i D 3; : : : ;bk=2c) we have

�.w0;wi /C�.w0;wk�iC1/D
4

i
�

4

k� i
� Œi � k� i �� 0:

Let us now consider the problem with the increase in degree of w2; so let u D w2:

Note that we have already considered pairs u;v where v D w0: If v D w1 we have

�.w2;w1/C�.wk�1;w1/D
k�5

k�2
� Œk D n� 5�� 0;

else if v D wk�1 we have

�.w2;wk�1/D
2C2

dm
�
3C1

k�3
� Œk�3� dm�� 0;

else using the automorphism of PA (and supposing dPA
.w2;v/ � dPA

.w2;v
0/) from

dG.w2;v/D dG.wk�1;v
0/ we have �.w2;v/C�.wk�1;v

0/D 0:

CASE 2. Let G D Ck;n�k : Again, we first consider the problem with distances.
Let uD w0; we have to consider v D w2 and v 2 fw3; : : : ;wbk=2cg: We have

�.w0;w2/C�.w0;wk�1/D
2k�8

k�2
� Œk � 4�� 0

�.w0;wi /C�.w0;wk�iC1/D
4

i
�

4

k� i
� Œi � k� i �� 0:

Now, let us consider the problem with the increase in degree of w2; so let u 2 w2:

Note that we have already considered v D w0: We have to consider v D w1; v D

wk�1; v 2 PAnfw1;wk�1g; v D ua 2 Pk�1: We have

�.w2;w1/C�.wk�1;w1/D
1

2

3k�14

k�2
> 0 for k � 5;

�.w2;wk�1/D
2C3

dm
�
3C2

k�3
� Œdm � k�3�� 0:

Further, for v 2 PAnfw1;wk�1g; assuming dPA
.wv;v/ � dPA

.wv;v
0/; we have

�.w2;v/C�.wk�1;v
0/D 0: Finally, using dm � k�3 we obtain

�.w2;ua/C�.wk�1;ua/�
1

a
�

1

dmCa
> 0:
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Therefore, the only problem is�.w2;w1/C�.wk�1;w1/ for k D 4: But note that in
that case dm Dminf4;1g D 1; so we have

�.w2;w1/C�.wk�1;w1/C�.w2;u1/C�.wk�1;u1/

D
1

2

12�14

4�2
C
1

1
�

1

1C1
D 0:

Note that in this case we have not proved the strict inequality if there is only one
ua; i.e. if n D 5: But in that case it is easily verified that HA.C4;1/ > HA.C3;2/:

The positive contribution which makes the difference is �.w0;ua/ which was not
considered in the proof. �

Note that C4 and C3;1 are the only unicyclic graphs on nD 4 vertices. It holds that

HA.C4/D 20 < 21DHA.C3;1/:

So, for n D 4 graph C4 is the only minimal unicyclic graph, while for n � 5 the
answer to the question of minimal unicyclic graph is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let G 2U.n/ for n� 5: Then

HA.G/� 4

n�2X
iD1

Hn�i�1CHn�3C3Hn�2C
6n�13

n�2

with equality if and only if G D CP3;n�3:

Proof. Using Lemmas 7, 8 and 9 we first transform a unicyclic graph to cycle-path
graph, then we decrease the number of branches in obtained cycle-path graph, so that
finally we can transform it to CP3;n�3: In each of these transformations the value
of HA strictly decreases, so CP3;n�3 is the only extremal graph. Now, the bound
follows from Lemma 1. Note that the case of Cn is covered by Lemma 9. �

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we defined cycle-star graph CSk;n�k to be a graph consisting of cycle
of length k and n�k leafs appended to the same vertex of the cycle. Also, we defined
cycle-path graph to be a graph consisting of cycle of length k and of path on n�k
vertices whose one end is linked to a vertex on a cycle. We establish that CS3;n�3

is the only maximal unicyclic graph (see Theorem 1), while CP3;n�3 is the only
minimal unicyclic graph (see Theorem 2), with respect to additively weighted Harary
index. The values of additively weighted Harary index of CS3;n�3 and CP3;n�3 are
established in Lemma 1, so these values are the upper and the lower bound for the
value of Harary index on the class of unicyclic graphs. For further research it would
be interesting to investigate the values of Harary index on classes of graphs with
given parameters, the relation of this variant of Harary index with other topological
indices and similar.
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